ABSTRACT This paper explores a novel idea for power equipment monitoring and finds that random matrix theory is suitable for modeling the massive data sets in this situation. Big data analytics are mined from those data. We extract the statistical correlation between key states and those parameters. In particular, the (empirical) eigenvalue spectrum distribution and the (theoretical) single ring law are derived from largedimensional random matrices whose entries are modeled as time series. The radii of the single ring law are used as statistical analytics to characterize the measured data. The evaluation of key state and anomaly detection are accomplished through the comparison of those statistical analytics.
this framework. More details are following:
1) The measured data for power transformers have strong statistical correlations. This fact demands a fundamentally different analysis from that of our previous papers [14] - [16] that are based on i.i.d. assumptions. It is well known that correlated random variables are much harder to deal with than i.i.d. ones. This difficulty deserves a special note in the context of highdimensionality in our problem at hand. We deal with matrix-valued random variables which are noncommutative random variables. The topic is very difficult in mathematical literature. We are lucky to find a theoretical model that fits our data very well.
2) The latest development of random matrix theory deals with two basic problems [13] : finite matrix size and non-Gaussian matrix entries. Our work may be reviewed as a new contribution to these problems in that experimental results are agreements with the theoretical predictions.
3) The limiting spectrum distribution of a random matrix with ARMA entries are compared with the empirical spectral distribution, to enable the anomaly detection of the transformer state. 4) A data model is proposed for the status data of power equipment, solving problems such as diversity, heterogeneity, and sampling synchronization in data sources. 5) Our paper is built upon our previous works [14] - [16] .
We pursue a completely different direction in this paper, however, in the context of power equipment rather than power system grids.
B. RELATED WORK
Recent work on anomaly detection of power transformer are generally based on analyzing these changes during the transformer operation process [17] . Reference [18] uses a novel Cumulative Sum chart to detect change points in the data flow without repair them. Solutions are proposed to detect and repair X-outliers in load curve data in power system [19] , [20] . Using the mapping between the fault modes and the data sources, the huge information will be reduced by the massive data rough set information entropy method [21] , [22] . Although it solves the problem of missing data, the integrity of the information is damaged. C-means clustering method is used to separate the noise data in dealing with the training set of support vector machine [23] , [24] . However, this clustering method directly removes isolated noise data and destroys the state quantity data link continuity. Some works are designed to study the unique characteristics of matrix and distribution of data from the perspective of probability and statistics [25] , [26] , resulting in event detection or condition evaluation [27] .
II. BIG DATA MODELLING FOR POWER EQUIPMENT
In this section, a large amount of historical test data and fault samples during equipment faults and defects are collected from PMS system of the electric power company of a province and literature [28] , [29] . The correlation between state parameters and fault types is mined through association rules. A novel algorithm for the key state evaluation of equipment is proposed by applying the large dimensional random matrix theory to the on-line monitoring data stream.
A. DATA OF STATUS PARAMETERS MEASURED IN SUBSTATION
With the development of power system, data arising from on-line monitoring, production management and meteorological environment are gradually integrated into a unified information platform. The storage of status data is usually in the form of time series, so that the data of each status parameter can be converted to stationary time series that are modeled by ARMA. Besides, in the analysis of large-dimensional data, ARMA models are studied in power equipment [17] , [30] , [31] . Since different state data have different sampling periods and different sampling time points, the large dimensional matrix of the ARMA model must be constructed from the ARMA time sequences after pre-processing, according to the types of state variables. Taking substation A as an example, there are six converter transformers and six reactors in the substation. An on-line monitoring device is installed in each piece of equipment (12 in total). Monitoring parameters include oil chromatogram, winding temperature, grounding current, bushing dielectric loss, vibration, micrometeorological and so on. In Table I , the second column shows the sampling period of monitoring variables. The third column shows the original data matrix after the preprocessing. The raw data are shown in Table I , with three footnotes for winding temperature, 1 bushing dielectric loss 2 and oil gas. 3 
B. MODELING STATUS PARAMETERS IN LARGE DIMENSIONAL RANDOM MATRICES
We need to adjust the elements in rows and columns to get the ratio of row number to column number c. 1 The status parameters of winding temperature include two types of parameters: top oil temperature and bottom oil temperature. 2 The status parameters of bushing dielectric loss include three types of parameters: current,capacity and dielectric loss. 3 The status parameters of oil gas include 18 types of parameters. There are 9 gases (H 2 , C 2 H 2 , CH 4 , C 2 H 4 , C 2 H 6 , CO, CO 2 , C, water) and their percent in the whole gases. Assume there are N observation sites and, from each site, the observed time series is x i ∈ C T ×1 , where i = 1, 2, · · · , N . From these N vectors, the original data matrix X is formed as
If N is relatively small compared with T , we can split each
T , for reasons that will be clear later in following context of random matrix theory. So the new matrix Y is written as
As shown in (2), the original matrix X of size N × T is turned into Y of size (kN )×(T /k). The result is shown in column 4 of Table I . The key states are extracted according to the corresponding relationships of state variables from the documents, standards and related references in China State Grid which can reflect the load, insulation and mechanical capacity of the transformers in substations. And the five key states are shown in column 1 of Table II . For example, the key state load capability includes load, winding temperature and ambient temperature. So the large dimensional matrix X 1 is formed by stacking the matrix row-by-row as following.
X 2 , X 3 , · · · , X 5 are constructed in the same way as X 1 , as shown in Table II . Those matrices characterize the key state of power equipment.
III. LARGE DIMENSIONAL MATRIX OF ARMA MODEL
In this section, the stationary and invertible ARMA(p, q) model are combined with the large-dimensional sample covariance matrix. The relationship between the limiting spectral density function and the coefficients of ARMA model is established in order to deduce the single ring law of large-dimensional matrix [4] , [25] - [27] . The key state evaluation and anomaly detection can be accomplished, based on the limiting spectral density function and the single ring law.
A. RANDOM MATRIX THEORY AND THE SINGLE RING OF MEASURED DATA Let X = {x i,j } be a p × n random matrix whose entries are independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) with the mean µ(x) = 0 and the variance σ 2 (x) < ∞. As p, n → ∞ with the ratio c = p/n ∈ (0, 1], the ESD of the corresponding sample covariance matrix S n = (1/N )XX H ∈ C N ×N converges to the distribution of M-P law with density function [10] .
So the single ring of Gaussian random matrix is showed as the red lines in the Fig. 1 . Take the random matrix with size 168×432 for example. The eigenvalues are restricted into the ring single theoretically to obey the M-P law.
Consider the the single ring obtained from measured data of status parameters in substation. According to Section 2.B, the large dimensional matrix X p×n is constructed to represent the key state of power equipment. The measured data is X = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), where x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n are independent column variables of each status parameter. The eigenvalues of measured data are beyond the limits of the ring as the red lines in Fig.1 . In fact, as shown in Fig. 1 , nearly 30 percent of eigenvalues of measured data are within the inner circle predicted by the random matrix of i.i.d. entries. The phenomenon shows that the measured data of ARMA series do not obey the M-P law. The reason is that the measured data of status parameters do not follow i.i.d. assumptions, and there are strong relationship among the parameters. So this discovery motivates us to address this problem using the matrix of ARMA entries in the next section, to fit the measured data better.
B. LIMITING SPECTRAL DENSITY FUNCTION AND RING LAW OF LARGE-DIMENSIONAL SAMPLE COVARIANCE MATRIX OF ARMA MODEL
According to the measured data, we assume column variable x t is ARMA(p, q) process with φ(B)x t = θ (B)ε t , and φ(B)
where B is the delay operator with B j x t = x t−j , ε t ⊂ N (0, σ 2 ). The power spectral density function of an ARMA(p, q) process is defined as [4] :
Take the AR(1) model as example [32] , [33] so that assuming each column variable of X is AR (1) process. The k-th column variable of X is x k = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x p ), and its AR (1) process is assumed as
where ϕ ∈ (−1, 1). According to (5) and (6), the power spectral density function of an AR (1) process is defined as
The sample covariance matrix of X is
where I (·) is the indicator function, λ 1 , λ 2 , · · · , λ p are the eigenvalues of S n , t ∈ (1, p). Only if p → ∞, n → ∞ and p/n = c, the empirical spectral density function tends to be a non-random probability distribution F(x), which represents the limit spectral distribution function. Moreover, the Stieltjes transform s(z) of F(x) (as a mapping from C + into C + ) satisfies the equation [4] , [33] 
where I is the unitary matrix. In the same way, the ESD of S = 1 n X X is FS n (x) and the Stieltjes transform iss(z) = s FS n by (9) . So the relationship of s(z) ands(z) can be indicated as follows [37] .
According to the association between ESD and limit spectral distribution function of S n [33] , [37] shown by (11), the reverse s-transform function of z satisfies the equation (12) . The s(z) represent the s-transform of ESD of S n and g(z) represents the reverse s-transform of the limit spectral distribution function of S n .
The limit spectral density function (LSD) is shown by (13) when the imaginary part of z turns to 0 (ν → 0).
The LSD of sample covariance matrix of large dimensional matrix X based on AR(1) model is indicated by (14) [38], [39] , according to the combination of equations (7), (10), (12) and equation (13) .
where R, r, w, is related to parameters ϕ, σ, c and the detailed expressions are shown in Appendix to be more readable.
The ring law can be deduced by the LSD. Considering that the data in status parameter matrices X p×n in Section 2 are all real, the sample covariance matrix of X is replaced by the singular value equivalent X u = U √ XX H . U denotes the Haarunitary matrix and the eigenvalue distribution of X u spreads in the complex plane. Consider the non-Hermitian random matrix X with eigenvalue decomposition X u = U n n V n , where n = diag(s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n ), U n and V n denote the random Haar-unitary matrix independent with . The ESD of X u converges to the interval as (15) [4] .
where
Take the large dimensional matrix of AR(1) model as example, the s-transform s(z) of limit spectral distribution function and the LSD f X (x) of X u can be calculated by (9) and (15) . So the eigenvalues of singular equivalent matrix X u converge to the limit spectral distribution function which means that the distribution of eigenvalues in the complex plane is close to a ring circle with the inner radius a and outer radius b.
C. DATA ANOMALY DETECTION USING RING CIRCLE AND RECONSTRUCTION CURVE
The KPCA (Kernel Principal Component Analysis) method is widely used in image processing [34] - [36] . The eigenvalues of X u are spread in a ring circle as known in Section B. The radius of circle can be calculated from the complex model parameters ϕ, σ, c. But in the real application, lots of time should be taken to calculate these parameters only to get the accurate radius which shows less necessary. Thus, we use this KPCA method to obtain a circle that will lie within the single ring of the scattered eigenvalues and we can quickly get the effective distance of eigenvalues to the origin (similar to the average distance but more accurate). Let Y 2×M = {y 1 , . . . , y M } denote a set of data and {y 1 , . . . , y M } is the 2-dimensional array of the real part and imaginary part of eigenvalues of X u . Through the Kernel PCA method, the data are mapped into feature space F by a nonlinear function φ. Define the kernel matrix K whose entries are
function is a Gaussian function k(y i , y j ) = exp(−
), where d is the kernel parameter. Through eigen decomposition of K, λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ k are the nonzero eigenvalues of K and υ 1 , υ 2 , . . . , υ k are the eigenvectors. For each y, its h-th principal component can be calculated as y) . Then the image of y from its projections onto the first H (≤ h) principal components in space F can be reconstructed by the projection function [28] :
Hence, for the data {y 1 , . . . , y M }, the reconstruction error is
Denote w as the approximate reconstruction of data y, the gradient of ρ should be 0 as
The w can be calculated by (17) , where
So the KPCA reconstruction curve can be obtained by W = {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w H }. The reciprocal of the minimum distance from the curve to the origin is defined as the scatter distance C = min( w i ), where i = 1, 2, . . . , H . And C history is the historical scatter distance calculated based on the historical data. The deviation percentage of the historical density is defined as the key state evaluation value P
The key state matrix is judged as anomalous when P is smaller than the threshold. The anomaly state and anomaly time point are calculated according to the normality of the residual sequence matrix using the method in Section 3.C.
D. MODEL VALIDATION
Measured data for loads at two different operations are used for model validation. As shown in Fig.2 , the real spectral distribution is consistent with the theoretical spectral distribution. The inner circle together with the KPCA curve changes according to different parameters of AR (1) model. When the load data is more dynamic, ϕ and σ will be smaller. This phenomenon can be used to distinguish measured data of transformers under different states. Without knowing the detailed coefficients of times series or calculating the theoretical inner radius, just through the KPCA scattering distance of eigenvalues, we can detect the difference. The application steps are shown in next section.
IV. MODEL APPLICATIONS FOR KEY STATE EVALUATION AND EARLY WARNING
The correlation between the temporal part and the spatial part of state variables should be considered in the key states of Each block Week n ,. . . ,Week n−1 is a large dimensional matrix composed of state variables and corresponds to Table I . Each block represents a key state matrix of one week. According to Fig. 3 , the steps of key state evaluation are as follows: 1) After data collection and preprocessing, large dimensional matrices of different state variables are acquired and combined to form the key state matrices X 1 ∼ X 5 according to Table I. 2) The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of sample covariance matrices of these key state matrices weekly are computed. The corresponding rings and spectral distributions are calculated.
3) The rings and spectral distributions of the current data and historical data are compared using the approach in Section 3.A. The key state evaluation value P is calculated. The key state matrix is judged to be anomalous when P is larger than the threshold. 4) If the key state matrix is anomalous, the large dimensional matrix of residual sequence is constructed by fitting the anomalous matrix to the AMRA model. 
V. CASE STUDIES
To verify the anomaly detection method in this article, the load data, on-line monitoring data, and meteorological data of a certain period of time at a substation are studied.
A. CASE STUDY 1
Choose all the monitoring data of transformers of one substation from June to July in 2012. Both the load and the winding temperature are changing in a larger scale in Week II (from June 15 to June 21) than Week I (from June 8 to June 14) and Week III (from June 22 to June 28). But the data of ambient temperature in the three weeks are nearly the same. To indentify the key state load capacity of the transformers in the substation, we construct three matrices X load1 , . . . , X load3 denoting the key state matrix of Week I-III according to the method in Section II. Then the eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrices, the corresponding rings and the spectral distributions are calculated. The result is shown in Fig. 4 . According to the scatter density of Week II, the key state load capacity evaluation value P load2 = 0.55, less than the threshold 0.8.The result indicates that the key state load capacity is abnormal and the abnormal status parameters need to be detected. Fitting the ARMA model with the week II's winding temperature and load data, high dimensional matrices X res and its covariance matrices R res are constructed from the residual sequences. According to Section 3.C, the result of normality testing of the corresponding eigenvectors of R res is shown in Fig. 5 .
In the same way, the spectral distribution and ring circles of key state insulation capacity, mechanical capacity are obtained. But there is no anomaly detected in these key states which means only load capacity is abnormal. The above analysis shows that the abnormal key state load capacity may be caused by the increased oil temperature which is influenced by the load. It means that the anomaly on oil temperature is caused by load, and the transformer does not necessarily have overheating defect. We can make conclusions that early warning is not necessarily and we only need to pay close attention to the operation situation of the transformer. As shown in operation records of the substation, the actual situation was that the transformer ran above the nameplate rating with planned overload factor 1.1∼1.2 in June 28, due to the dispatching needs, and it returned to normal load three hours later. This situation shows that the transformer was indeed running under abnormal state in a period of time with no overheat defect and then returned to normal operation situation, which is the same as the above conclusions.
B. CASE STUDY 2
Lightning happens frequently from April to August in the area around the transmission lines which are connected with the substation. The data of oil gas(CO, CO 2 , H 2 , CH 4 ), oil temperature and partial discharge from April to June in 2013 are used to evaluate the state of substation. The data of H 2 and CH 4 increase horizontally and the rising rates of CO/CO 2 speed up quickly in June 16. Additionally, oil temperature and partial discharge are obviously higher than normal value from June 14 to June 20. The key state matrices of equipment are constructed using all the data of 12 weeks from April to June. The scattered point intensity of each weekąŕs circle ring is calculated as shown in Fig. 6 . The slow change of the ring characteristics shows that the insulation capacity VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 7. Comparison of circle ring representing insulation of discharge and overheat. The inner circle of insulation capacity (overheating) circle ring in the week from June 14 to June 20 increases significantly, which shows that the insulation capacity (overheating) degrades significantly in the week. The insulation capacity (discharge) also degrades significantly. (overheating) and the insulation capacity (discharge) are gradually degraded.
Using the data of Week I (from April 2 to April 8), Week II(from June 7 to June 13) and Week III(from June 14 to June 20), the circle ring of insulation capacity (overheating) and insulation capacity (discharge) are constructed in Fig.7 .
These steps show that serious anomalies appear in the key states of equipments from June 14 to June 20. It is necessary to detect the anomaly state variables and anomaly time point in the key state matrices. The result is shown in Tab. III.
According to Tab. III, there was an anomalous oil temperature in the transformer in June 15, which made the transformer overheating that last several days. Significant anomalies appeared in the data of gases such as H 2 , CO, CO 2 from June to August. The anomaly of H 2 shows that there is a slight discharge phenomenon. The anomaly of CO and CO 2 shows that there exists deterioration in solid insulation. According to above steps, key state evaluation results are showed in Fig. 8 . We can make conclusions as follows: A latent fault is highly likely to exist in the transformer due to the internal deterioration in insulation capacity (overheating) and insulation capacity (discharge) of the transformer, which is aggravated in mid June. The insulation deterioration is caused by slight discharge and involved solid insulation judged by the state variables of deterioration. Thus, we should closely track the changes in the chromatographic and arrange a power-off test timely.
Information can be acquired as follows by the operation records of the substation and off-line test reports: (1) There was a phase to earth fault caused by lightning in the lines two thousand kilometers away from the station. There was a successful coincidence brake after 0.3 seconds. (2) Slight discharge phenomenon was found in the transformer in the partial discharge off-power test in July 2. These records showed that the phase to earth fault near the substation led to a short term large current impulse of the transformer, which was quite likely to cause the internal insulation deterioration of the transformer and a discharge happened. The records showed that the conclusions of the anomaly detection are basically the same as the actual situation.
The above two examples show that the anomaly detection using large dimensional matrices is valid and feasible. The evaluation conclusion is the same as the actual situation. Compared with the traditional threshold comparison method, the method using large dimensional matrices combines the relation between the temporal and spatial parts of the state variables and mines the latent developing trend of the data with high accuracy.
VI. CONCLUSION
The measured data for power transformers have strong statistical correlations. This fact demands a fundamentally different analysis from that of our previous papers that are based on i.i.d. assumptions. It is well known that correlated random variables are much harder to deal with than i.i.d. ones. This difficulty deserves a special note in the context of high-dimensionality in our problem at hand. We deal with matrix-valued random variables which are noncommutative random variables. The topic is very difficult in mathematical literature. We are lucky to find that experimental results are in agreement with the theoretical predictions. In particular, the limiting spectrum distribution of a random matrix with ARMA entries are compared with the empirical spectral distribution, to enable the anomaly detection of the transformer state. A data model is proposed for the status data of power equipment, solving problems such as diversity, heterogeneity, and sampling synchronization in data sources. To our best knowledge, this paper represents the first attempt to use random matrix theory for power equipment monitoring. Also, from the systematical development of our framework, this work is remarkable in many ways. As pointed out above, now we deal with large random matrices whose entries are correlated random variables, rather than much simpler i.i.d. cases.
In the future, more data collections are needed to validate this new framework. Future challenges include the limited access of power monitoring devices, lack of standard procedures, and real-time evaluation. Transmission lines and gas insulation systems can be studied, as we have done for transformers in this paper. On the other hand, from theoretical point of view, we can study more complicated functions of random matrices. More accurate finite-size results from random matrix theory can be used. Also, free probability is relevant in this context by studying the polynomial of many (matrix-valued) random variables [4] , [11] .
APPENDIX
The formula in Appendix is the explanation for the equation (13) in Section 3.A.
= {x : 
